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Left join right join inner join

SQL language allows you to connect to tables, but sometimes these commands fall into the country and/or we confuse ourselves as the true purpose of each of them. Let's look at the picture below showing the various JOINS shapes: INNER JOIN Intersection between tables. Example:SELECT &lt;colunas&gt;FROM
Table_A A INNER JOIN Table_B B ON A.Key = B.Key SELECT FROM Table_A &lt;colunas&gt;AINNER JOIN Table_B BON A.Key = B.KEY RIGHT JOIN and LEFT JOIN Beyond intersection, it also looks for results that are non-intersectic. In the case of left JOIN, in addition to the results of the intersection of both
tables, the results of the table on the left side and the value of the table on the right side, in addition to the results of the intersection of the two tables. Example: &lt;colunas&gt;CHOOSE FROM Table_A A LEFT JOIN Table_B B ON A.Key = B.Key SELECT FROM Table_A A.Key JOIN Table_B TABLE_B BON
&lt;colunas&gt;A.Key = B.KEY SELECT FROM Table_A A RIGHT JOIN Table_B B &lt;colunas&gt;ON A.Key = B.Key SELECT FROM Table_A &lt;colunas&gt;ARIGHT JOIN Table_B BON A.Key = B.KEY FULL OUTER JOIN Beyond intersection also connectS LEFT AND RIGHT JOIN, t. i.e. see Table A if you want to
get non-conflicting results, search for results in Table B that don't interfere, and finally look for the intersecting results. Example: &lt;colunas&gt;CHOOSE FROM Table_A A FULL OUT JOIN Table_B B ON A.Key = B.Key SELECT &lt;colunas&gt;FROM Table_A AFULL OUTER JOIN Table_B BON A.Key = B.Key = B.Key
Internal Join This is the common join format, which returns data only when both tables have matching keys in the ON join clause. Query: SELECT TableA.*, TableB.* From TableA INNER JOIN TableB ON TableA.Key = TableB.Key Result: Left Join Is one of the most commonly used join formats that returns the entire
table A and only the records corresponding to the join equality in table B (or null fields in unmatched fields). Query: SELECT TableA.*, TableB.* From TableA LEFT JOIN TableB ON TableA.Key = TableA.Key Result: Right Follows, Join the same arguments as left join, but applies to Table B instead of Table B: Query:
SELECT TableA.*, TableB.* From TableA RIGHT Table JOINB ON TableA.Key = TableB.Key Result: All internal join known as OUTER JOIN or simply JOIN FULL, this returns all records in both tables. Query: SELECT TableA.*, TableB.* From TableA FULL OUTER JOIN TableB ON TableA.Key = TableB.Key Result:
Cross-join is basically a crankcase product between two tables. All tablea lines are returned. It is easier to understand Cross Join as a sign-in clause without ON, i.e. all combinations of rows A and B are returned. Even if you cross Join&lt;/colunas&gt; &lt;/colunas&gt; &lt;/colunas&gt; &lt;/colunas&gt; &lt;/colunas&gt;
&lt;/colunas&gt; &lt;/colunas&gt; &lt;/colunas&gt;On, it turns only internal log. Query: SELECT TableA.*, TableB.* From TableA CROSS JOIN TableB Or: SELECT TableA.*, TABLEB.* FROM TABLEA, TableB Result: Considerations Note that all fields ordered with the selected one are always returned (as long as they are
in the table), regardless of whether they are in that particular row. What happens if one row is returned to only one of the tables is that the fields in the other row contain null content. Typically, if a discrepancy requires separating a null value that is actually in a table from a null value, just see if the fields used in the ON
clause also return an undefined value. If you have tables with which one query response can be associated in another table, often to display them in a simplified way, we need to make these types of queries a little more complex. So let's look at it more easily so that we hang once and for all. Note that if you do not have a
database installed in MySQL installed in this case, you can test these queries online using one of the tools in this article: Learn 7 online services to run your SQL command introduction Condition JOIN used to combine rows of two or more tables based on a related column between them. Different types of SQL JOINs
Here are different TYPES OF JOINS SQL: INNER JOIN : Returns records that have corresponding values in two tables; LEFT JOIN: Returns all records from the left table and corresponding records from the right table; RIGHT JOIN: Returns all records from the right table and corresponding records from the left table.
Table content We will use this database examples_joins.sql to explain how these queries work. To import a table, use the following command: Logue in MySQL and create [database( ; -u option informs the user; The -p option informs you that you need to enter a password; mysql -u NOME_DO_USUÁRIO -p Create a
database named examples_joins: CREATE DATABASE examples_joins; When you exit MySQL with an output or exit command, rotate the command below to import the base: Remembering that the file must be in the same directory that you will import. mysql -u NOME_DO_USUÁRIO -p NOME_DA_BASE &lt;
examples_joins.sql then go to MySQL and make sure everything is fine. When you connect, turn the U.S. examples_joins; change/determine the basis of use. Run SHOW TABLES to check the tables. See the following images: The -D option informs the database; mysql -u NOME_DO_USUÁRIO -p -D examples_joins
Checking if everything is really okay with SELECT * FROM NOME_DE_ALGUMA_TABELA: SELECT * FROM clients; SELECT * notebooks; SELECT * FROM SALES; INNER JOIN returns records that contain matching values in both tables. SELECT * FROM SALES AS V INTERNAL LOG CUSTOMERS AS C ON
(v.id_cliente = c.id); The AS option creates a nickname (nickname v) for the sales table and other customer table(nickname c) Or you can do it in INNER JOIN without using the AS condition for aliases, so: SELECT * FROM SALES v INNER JOIN customers c ON (v.id_cliente = c.id); I would use AS so I wouldn't end up
getting confused later. =) Left JOIN returns all left table records and corresponding records from the right table. SELECT * FROM SALES AS V LEFT JOIN CUSTOMERS AS C ON (v.id_cliente = c.id); or SELECT * FROM SALES BEFORE LEFT JOIN CUSTOMERS c ON (v.id_cliente = c.id); Right JOIN performs all
records from the right table and corresponding records from the left table. SELECT * FROM SALES AS v RIGHT JOIN CUSTOMERS AS c ON (v.id_cliente = c.id); or SELECT * FROM SALES BEFORE RIGHT JOIN CUSTOMERS c ON (v.id_cliente = c.id); Conclusion We can draw our own conclusions from this image
below and notice the differences between each type of query. ADDITIONAL TIPS: If you want to export the database, if you make any changes, rotate the command: mysqldump -h HOST -u NOME_DO_USUÁRIO -p NOME_DA_BASE &gt; examples_joins.sql And import if you have problems with encoding (use letters
with accents, for example), import it as follows: mysql -h HOST -u NOME_DO_USUÁRIO -p --default_character_set utf8 NOME_DA_BASE &lt; examples_joins.sql mysql SQL connect es tables can be used for various purposes , for example, convert to informs data to find two or more tables. This type of operation can
be performed using the WHERE and JOIN clauses. In addition, tables can be combined using condi o or group condi es of jun o. For example, we can use foreign keys as condi while linking tables. Article Manager: JOIN INNER JOIN RIGHT JOIN FULL JOIN JOIN UPDATE and DELETE It is important to note that tables
must be paired, although you can use one command to combine multiple tables. One of the most commonly used forms associates the first key of the first table with the second form of a foreign key. Different types of associations can be written using the terms of the merger and where. Another example: We can only get
related data between two related tables. We can also combine two tables to get data related to you and related data. Documents: SQL: Cl usula Where tables can still be related to generate not only data related to each other, but data not related to the table found to the left or to the right of the connection cl usula. We
can also link the tables through cartesian product selection terms join and where, which is nothing more than a result set with all the lines generated from this association. JOIN JOIN cl usula allows you to combine data between multiple tables according to their relationship. During this cl usula, data from one table is
used to select data belonging to another table. With the log cl usula, we can specify which columns of tables should be linked to. To do this, you must set one key from one table and a related key in another table. The values belonging to the columns in the related tables can be compared using the l gic operator, defined
by the join cl usula and used by the ON operator as an equal sign (=). See simplified example cl usula de associao syntax: FROM nome_da_primeira_tabela tipo_de_associa o nome_da_segunda_tabela [ON (ON (condi o_de_associa o) ] Where: tipo_de_associa o: Allows you to identify one of the following associations:
outer join, inner join, and cross-connection (which is described in detail later); condition o_de_associa: Defines a document to evaluate two rows of data that have already been linked. The most specified form for associations with cl usula FROM specify, which allows you to set the terms of the connection in the list of
search terms specified here where cl usula. Let's look at a simple example of linking tables (I use tables created in the previous article): SELECT * FROM CLIENTS AS C JOIN ORDERS AS P ON C.IDREQUEST We can also do the same by specifying which tables to return: SELECT C.NOME, C.STATUS,
P.DESCRICAO, P.VALOR FROM CLIENTS AS C JOIN ORDERS P ON C.IDCLIENTE = P.IDPEDIDE Message that I can access columns in other tables in the same , as long as, of course, I refer to this table in my JOIN. It is customary to find columns of the same name from different tables. In order to avoid confusion
and to determine the correct data process, we need to confirm the column name with the name of the table from which it originated. Documents: SQL: The attachment s that is recommended to use meets the requirements, especially when we use SELECT because this command does not allow the source of each
column to be identified. Table aliases (aliases) also help you identify. See example, in which cl usula refers to the association, j with the above recommendations: SELECT Customers. NAME, ORDERS. DESCRICAO. VALUE FROM CUSTOMERS, ORDERS IN WHICH CUSTOMERS. IDCLIENTE = REQUESTS.
IDPEDIDO AND REQUESTS. VALUE &gt; 50.00 The processing of the association corresponds to the logical sequence, and first, cl cl usula association condies are carried out. Then the search and association conditions found where the cl usula apply. Finally, the search conditions are carried out by CL USULA
HAVING (of course, given that we have these conditions in our consultations). The data types of columns that are from linked tables need not necessarily be only IDs, but must be compatible for SQL Server to convert. The membership code can use the transfer function if necessary to convert data types that cannot be
easily transformed. INNER JOIN INTERNAL CL USULA allows you to use the comparison operator to compare the values of the columns that are derived from linked tables. Through this cl usula, two table records are used to generate related data for both. We use WHERE and FROM cl usulas to indicate this type of
association. In the following example, we will create load and functional tables with columns as follows: Please note that we have an IdCargo column in two tables, over m, it has different purposes: and in the Load table it is the key primria, in the Table Functional it is a foreign key. Thus, the relationship between the
tables in the IdCargo column and we can determine the current positions and the names of the employees each of them performs. We then use an internal join condition to get related data from two tables to return all employee positions, as well as all employees in certain positions. See how this is done in the following
scenario: SELECT C.NOMECARGO [CARGO], F.NOMEFUNCIONARIO AS [FUNCION RIO], F.SALARIOFUNCIONARIO AS [SAL RIO] FROM CARGO AS C INNER JOIN FUNCIONARIO AS F ON C.IDCARGO = F.IDCARGO Our request has the following return: We can also use cl usula WHERE and have the same
result. The scenario is: SELECT C.NOMECARGO [CARGO], F.NOMEFUNCIONARIO AS [FUNCION RIO], F.SALARIOFUNCIONARIO AS [SAL RIO] FROM CARGO AS C, FUNCIONARIO AS F WHERE C.IDCARGO = F.IDCARGO Regardless of the verse used, the ratio of the tables must be, as mentioned above,
through the initial position table key and the foreign key of the functional table. Please note that when we return to our consultation, the only position that you did not look like a programmer p.j. is that there is no function associated with this position. So that we can display and position we use cl usula to be explained
below. LEFT JOIN A cl usula LEFT JOIN or LEFT OUTER JOIN allows you to get not only related data from two tables, but also any related data found in the left table cl usula table. If there is no data between the left and right join tables, all the values from the right columns in the checklist in the table are null. For a
better example, let's look at examples from cargo and office tables. As mentioned earlier, the only position that does not work is related to it programmer p. To obtain this position, we use cl usula LEFT JOIN LEFT EQUALITY SIGN (=) AS BELOW SCRIPT: SELECT C.NOMECARGO [CARGO], F.NOMEFUNCIONARIO
AS [FUNCION RIO], F.SALARIOFUNCIONARIO AS [SAL RIO] FROM CARGO AS C JOIN FUNCIONARIO AS F ON C.IDCARGO = F.IDCARGO Your result IS AS FOLLOWS: : RIGHT JOIN RIGHT JOIN OR RIGHT OUTER JOIN CONDITION RETURNS ALL DATA found in the right side of the JOIN table. If there is no
linked data between the left-right tables of the join, the returned null values are returned. Let's say that the position of the tables used in the previous examples has been changed. If we still want to get the same result obtained earlier, we can use the right to connect cl usula, so we will get both related data and related
data available in the right table cl usula join. So we should use the following scenario: SELECT C.NOMECARGO [CARGO], F.NOMEFUNCIONARIO AS [FUNCION RIO], F.SALARIOFUNCIONARIO AS [SAL RIO] FROM FUNCIONARIO AS F RIGHT JOIN CARGO AS C ON F.IDCARGO = C.IDCARGO Que ter has
those returns: +----------------+--------------+--------+ | position | Func | salario| +----------------+--------------+--------+ | Web Designer PI| Tiririca | 25 December 2004 | | Developer Jr | ze pizza | 15 December 2004 | PI Programmer | Thiosa gas | 15 December 2004 | DBA Junior | Adalberto ( 23 December 2004 | | Developer Jr |
Marisa 25 December 2004 | +----------------+--------------+--------+ Note that I have canceled only the order of the FROM and RIGHT JOIN tables in the reference to the example with LEFT JOIN. FULL JOIN All rows of data from the left join table and right tables are returned cl usula FULL JOIN or FULL OUTER JOIN. If the
data row is not associated with any other row in the table, the column values in the list list are null. If the contract, the resulting values are based on tables used as reference. CL USULA FULL JOIN SHOULD BE USED AS IN THE FOLLOWING EXAMPLE: SELECT C.NOMECARGO [CARGO], F.NOMEFUNCIONARIO
AS [FUNCION RIO], F.SALARIOFUNCIONARIO AS [SAL RIO] FROM FUNCION AS F JOIN FULL CARGO AS C ON F.IDCARGO C.IDCARGO In our sample, the result is the same as the previous one: CROSS JOIN All data in the left JOIN table is crossed with data from the right join table through CROSS JOIN, also
known as cartesian product. we may cross information from two or more tables. To help you understand about this type of association, use the tables above as an example. If you intend to display data, all employees have full responsibilities, and vice versa. For this, we should use CROSS JOIN, AS IN THIS EXAMPLE:
SELECT C.NOMECARGO [CARGO], F.NOMEFUNCIONARIO AS [FUNCION RIO], F.SALARIOFUNCIONARIO AS [SAL RIO] FROM CARGO AS C CROSS JOIN FUNCTIONALAS F ORDER BY 1 THE RESULT is as follows: We achieved the same result using the following syntax: SELECT C.NOMECARGO
[CARGO], F.NOMEFUNCIONARIO AS [FUNCIONRIO], F.SALARIOFUNCIONARIO AS [SAL RIO] FROM CARGO AS C , FUNCTIONAL AS F ORDER BY 1 Note: The most commonly used pairing types are INNER JOIN and LEFT JOIN, but it is important to know all the options for merging tables. Using the UPDATE
and DELETE commands In view of a previously created table, let's say that some data in this table is changed or even removed based on data from the created Sales table, which contains the following structure: UPDATE For example, let's say that employees who have managed a particular sales should receive a 10%
increase. To do this, we must first find which employees matched the following information using the following syntax: SELECT F.NOMEFUNCIONARIO AS [FUNCION RIO], F.SALARIOFUNCIONARIO AS [SAL RIO], V.VALORPEDIDO AS [VALOR] FROM FUNCTIONALAS F INNER JOIN SALES AS V ON
F.IDFUNCIONARIO = V.IDFUNCIONARIO Which have the following return: Now we apply an increase to these employees, syntax: UPDATE FUNCTIONALRIO SET SALARIOFUNCIONARIO = SALARIOFUNCIONARIO * 1.1 FROM FUNCIONARIO AS F INNER JOIN SALES AS V ON F.IDFUNCIONARIO =
V.IDFUNCIONARIO Updated table to delete data from linked tables available using join cl usula command. For example, we will not include all sales of employees who receive salt rivers above R$3,000.00. In order to eat air, it is recommended to determine what are the sales of employees receiving this salt. We do this



with the following command: SELECT V.VALORPEDIDO AS [VALUE], F.SALARIOFUNCIONARIO AS [SAL RIO], V.IDVENDAS AS [SALE ID] FROM FUNCTIONALRIO AS F INNER JOIN SALES AS V ON F.IDFUNCIONARIO = V.IDFUNCIONARIO WHERE F.SALARIOFUNCIONARIO &gt; 3000.00 This returns us to
the table below: To delete the sale above, we use the following c to say: SALES FROM FUNCTIONALAS F INNER JOIN SALES AS V ON F.IDFUNCIONARIO = V.IDFUNCIONARIO KUR F.SALARIOFUNCIONARIO &gt; 3000.00 With this we have practical examples of how the use of cl usula JOIN in various forms
allows us to explore the association of tables so that we can get the desired information from data crossing. Related course: Manages database with SQL Server validation as well as m
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